Exploring Social Enterprise - Kenya 2015

This trip is designed to provide you with a greater insight and first-hand experience on social entrepreneurship, through an underlying company policy of ‘commerce supporting charity’. You will have the opportunity to meet industrious local entrepreneurs, who had the ambition and focus to create a business out of nothing, against all the odds of a difficult and challenging social context.

You will work on long-term, relevant grassroots projects with a company that has genuine principles of investing in and promoting the lives of hundreds of young people and families. You will be paired with Kenyan peer mates from humble backgrounds. This will provide the opportunity for a one to one cultural exchange and create an atmosphere of mentorship, where you will both learn from each other, appreciating each other’s backgrounds, and increasing a sense of community, friendship and cultural learning.

**Date**
Arrival: Tuesday, **June 2nd**
Departing: Thursday, **June 11th**

**Cost per person:** (dollar amount varies on exchange rate)
Adventure Alternative: **€450** (not including airfare or VISA)
Compulsory Fundraising target for Moving Mountains: **€250**

**Reasons to Apply:**
Open to all students
International Volunteering Experience
Very affordable opportunity
No course credit associated with the program
A great experience to add to your résumé

**About TIPSE Network:**
The Tourism Innovation Partnership for Social Entrepreneurship is a network of leading universities and social enterprises committed to bridge a substantial gap in knowledge of and support for social entrepreneurship (SE) in the higher education community serving the travel, tourism and hospitality sector. TIPSE’s founding partners are Oxford Brookes University (UK), University of Florida (USA), University of Guelph (Canada), Adventure Alternative and the Tourism Changemakers’ Forum.

If you are interested in this opportunity please contact: **Arielle Gousse - agousse@ufl.edu**
An information session will be held **March 26, 2015 - 5:30pm FLG 320**